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ABSTRACT For every contact that is made in a database, a digital trace will potentially be left and most of

the database breaches are mostly aimed at defeating the major security goals (Confidentiality, Integrity, and

Authenticity) of data that reside in the database. In order to prove/refute a fact during litigation, it is important

to identify suitable investigation techniques that can be used to link a potential incident/suspect to the digital

crime. As a result, this paper has proposed suitable steps of constructing and Integrated Incident Response

Model (IIRM) that can be relied upon in the database forensic investigation field. While developing the

IIRM, design science methodology has been adapted and the outcome of this study has shown significant

and promising approaches that could be leveraged by digital forensic experts, legal practitioners and law

enforcement agencies. This is owing to the fact, that IIRM construction has followed incident investigation

principles that are stipulated in ISO guidelines.

INDEX TERMS Database security, database forensics investigation, database incident, pre-incident

response, during-incident response, post-incident response.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is needful for organizations to protect their assets, cap-

itals, employees’ information, current and future projects,

strategies, and plans in their database systems from potential

intrusions or attacks. Notably, insider and outsider attacks are

often considered as a high priority especially to the top man-

agement of any organization especially when they jeorpardize

the security goals-Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability

(CIA) triad of database systems. We, therefore, posit that

security models are essential for operational and business

continuity purposes for all organizations. However, the core

of such operation in the current technology-driven environ-

ment, is hinged on having a secure database system. Based
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on the existing literature, numerous database security models

have been developed before to protect database systems, with

diverse representations which have led to the diversification

as far as security formalism in the database discipline is

concerned. However, these models vary in many aspects as

they tend to deal with different issues of database secu-

rity [1]. Consequently, they may also differ because they pro-

vide varying assertions and different paradigms which have

different meanings on what constitutes a secure database.

Also, a lack of knowledge that is needed to fulfill secu-

rity models, controls, enforce policies, or conduct incident

response processes [2] has induced the basis for the diversity

of the security periscope among these studies. These, among

other ambiguities and disparities have further complicated

the security layers for database researchers. One approach

that can be used to address these ambiguities, as revealed
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in other disciplines, is the development of a standardized

or harmonized investigative framework for database foren-

sics. Whilst there exist samples of harmonized models for

the general body of digital forensics, the scope of database

forensics is least explored at the time of writing this paper.

Unlike other forensic disciplines, database forensics pro-

vides the base from which most forensic disciplines oper-

ate. Sadly, attention has not been geared towards developing

formalized approaches/processes that can act as a founda-

tion for database forensics. A formal integrated investigation

framework would, therefore, require the development of each

component of a typical forensic process model (potential

evidence identification, collection, extraction, storage, anal-

ysis, documentation and presentation, and business continu-

ity), albeit, for database forensics. For instance, the ISO/IEC

27043: 2015 [3] and several related frameworks for incidents

response has been identified in cloud forensics [4], malware

forensics [5], [6], Software-Defined Networks (SDN) [7],

as well as in computer forensics [8], [9]. As a step in this

direction, this study explored the potential of developing a

representative reference model for handing incidents in typ-

ical database forensics. As highlighted in the study in [10],

a robust Integrated Incident Response Model (IIRM) to rec-

ognize, respond, mitigate, and resume the database incidents

is critically essential for the development of the database

forensic discipline.

Thus, this study proposes an IIRM to recognize, respond,

mitigate, and recover from a potential database incident. The

proposed IIRM, therefore, answers the following questions:

1. What incident response strategy should be taken before,

during, and after incident identification?

2. What kinds of information security policies should be

applied during incident-response?

3. What immediate actions should be taken (e.g., should

the database server be unplugged from the network)?

4. Who should be notified and in what order?

5. How should volatile data be handled?

6. How can potential digital evidence be gathered and

preserved in a forensically sound manner (e.g., should

the computer be left ON to preserve the potential digital

evidence in memory)?

7. How can the affected database system be restored and

recovered?

To achieve the main objective in this paper, we adapt the

design science research method towards the development of

the IIRM. The developed IIRM consists of three processes

namely: i) Pre-incident response stage, ii) During-incident

response stage, and iii) Post-incident response stage. More

subprocesses in the IIRM will become apparent in the later

sections of this paper.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows:

Section 2 offers the study background and related works.

Section 3 provides the methodology. Section 4 provides dis-

cussion and analysis results. Section 5 concludes this paper

and mentions future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

This section gives relevant research that has somewhat been

used as background and related work. The concertation has

been on the literature on databases and database forensics in

general.

Based on existing literature, several incident-related mod-

els have been developed bas for database forensic investiga-

tions. These models typically comprise of components that

primarily are inclined to the following: approaches to iden-

tify, collect, preserve, reconstruct, analyze, and document

pieces of evidence, or potential pieces of evidence against

database incidents [11]. In this regard, an integrated model

was proposed by the study in [12], which deals with database

incidents from three perspectives: preparation and response,

acquisition and preservation, and analysis and reconstruc-

tion. More detailed explanations of these perspectives have

been explained further on.

A. PREPARATION AND RESPONSE (PERSPECTIVE I)

The first perspective of that model examines database

incident models from a preparatory and response view. How-

ever, the suspension of the database process [12] sepa-

rates the database server from the clients to obtain database

actions, while the authentication and system description pro-

cesses [13] verify database incidents, separates the database

server, prove the incident, and documents the system infor-

mation. Besides, the identification process [14] deals with

isolating database server from the network to obtain volatile-

data. Similarly, the incident verification process and investi-

gation preparation process [15] is used to detect and validate

database incidents through an initial examination, prepare

forensic toolkits, and forensic environment to reply to occur-

rences and then isolate the database server. Furthermore,

the database connection environment process [16] prepares

the examination environment and to gain the required autho-

rization needed to gain access to the database to fulfill nec-

essary instructions. Additionally, the purpose of the join and

table relationship search process is to obtain tablespaces in

the database, choose the goal, choose the tables that store

inspection data, and frequently examine the other table field.

A search warrant and data acquirement with the seizure pro-

cess need capturing the place of sign and obtaining evidence

that connects to an incident [17]. Next, the server detection

process [18] is used to identify and detect the victim database

server and acquiring the network topology inside the com-

pany. The setup evidence collection server process [19] is

applied to organize the examination environment to ware-

house incidents, while the identification process [20] detects

related MySQL database files (text files, log files, binary

files) and services. Incorporated is also the incident reporting

and examination preparation processes [21] that are utilized

to obtain database incidents via user reports. Researchers

in [22] suggested determining database dimension and acqui-

sition processes, which are utilized for discovering which

dimension of the database has been damaged or attacked.
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The chosen environment and the selected implementation

methods and processes [23] are used to select the forensic

environment (clean or found environment), select a method

that used to transform the forensic setting into the selected

forensic environment. The preliminary analysis process [24]

is aimed to create an architectural visualization of the DBMS

with all the components and their location within the layered

model of DBMS.

B. ACQUISITION AND PRESERVATION (PERSPECTIVE II)

The second perspective inspected database incident mod-

els from acquisition and preservation view. For example,

the data gathering process [25] is aimed at collecting data,

and attacked events. It also explored the evidence collec-

tion process which is used to collect data from the victim

database server, and an evidence collection process [13] to

gather volatile data from victim database servers. The artifact

collection process [14] is aimed at gathering volatile and non-

volatile MSSQL Server database artifacts such as log files,

data files, a data cache, transaction logs, and log files. The

data extraction process proposed by [16] is used to extract

data on relationships that connect columns in database tables.

Also, the beginning of the investigation process proposed

by [17] has similar activities designed to extract fraud data

from a database server. The metadata extraction process pro-

posed by [18] is used to extract the metadata of the database

dimension and determine who was authorized to perform a

certain action. The data collection process presented by [18]

is subdivided into two stages that consist of a stage dedi-

cated to selectively files and another stage that focuses on

collecting entire files. Moreover, the file collection process

was proposed by [19] to collect Oracle files from specific

locations and move them to the evidence collection server

for further investigation. The artifact collection process was

also proposed by [20] to collect and extract database files and

metadata from compromised MySQL Server databases. Sim-

ilarly, [14] proposed a collection process as a sub-process of

physical and digital examination to collect physical and dig-

ital data. The collection of volatile artifacts and non-volatile

artifacts processes were proposed by [15] to collect database

files, log files, log transactions, and also volatile artifacts such

as data caches, redo log, and undo log. This is similar to

the artifact collection process proposed by [16], and artifact

collection process proposed by [20]. The collection process

of the database system proposed by [16] allows investigators

to collect and extract suspected database management system

data and move it to a secure area for further forensic investi-

gation. Furthermore, the collection, and preservation process

proposed by [24] allows investigators to collect detailed mul-

tiple logs of SQL, MySQL, and operating systems. Similarly,

the collection process proposed by [26] gathers evidence from

replicating sources. Finally, the execution process proposed

by [28] allows investigators to use forensic tools and pro-

cedures to create forensic values and then collect metadata

values of the identified target files.

C. RECONSTRUCTION (PERSPECTIVE III)

The third perspective reviewed database incident models

from analysis and reconstruction view. For example, two pro-

cesses have been proposed by [12] to reconstruct and restore

database systems: reconstructing a database and restoring

database integrity. The reconstruction of a database is used to

rebuild intruder activities and reveal malicious actions, while

the restoring database integrity is used to restore database

consistency. Four investigation processes have been proposed

by [13] to analyze database crimes: timeline creation, media

analysis, data recovery, and string search. The timeline cre-

ation process is used to construct an initial timeline that

maps out notable digital events that will be used during the

Media Analysis process. The media analysis process uses the

timeline of events constructed in the timeline creation pro-

cess to reveal malicious intruder activities. After discovering

malicious activities, the database system needs to recover

data to be ready for user access through the data recovery

process. The search string process was used to further inves-

tigate transactions that occurred outside of the scope of this

investigation to identify rows for reconstruction.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Based on the literature review that has been discussed in

Section II, it has become apparent that numerous database

incident-based models have been developed to identify, col-

lect, preserve, reconstruct, analyze and document pieces of

evidence against database incidents, however, these models

vary in many phases, procedures, and activities as they deal

with different issues of database incidents. Furthermore, they

differ also because they present divergent assertions on what

represents a secure database. Thus, existing research works

have not concentrated on addressing fundamental and essen-

tial guidelines that can be useful for establishing a baseline

for database incidents. Rather, these researches have mainly

focused on specific procedures and principles of technical

issues that address specific problems. Therefore, there is a

lack of a structured and unified incident response model

that can satisfy the needs, report, or data exchange that is

important to the domain practitioners in the forensic com-

munity. Besides, existing models largely ignored the forensic

soundness of any potential evidence that may be identified to

corroborate investigative claims.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we will explain the criteria used in the design

science method which is useful in solving a problem that

has been unsolved before or solving a known problem more

effectively or efficiently. According to the assertion in [29],

the design science method is a methodology that is suitable

for developing a model that contributes to the growth of

knowledge in the domain. Consequently, the design science

method has been defined in Othman’s study [30] which is

further modified as shown in Fig 1., presents a suitable

method for this purpose. Therefore, the adapted method

shown in Fig 1. is used to develop the concepts and the
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FIGURE 1. Adapted framework for the model development process.

overall model of this study. The methodology comprises two

composite functionalities (Part A & Part B). To begin the

integrated model development process, the study attempted

to formulate specific research questions which center on

the degree of availability of incident response research. A

preliminary investigation of the research questions revealed

several classes of terminologies with similar (or identical in

some cases) conceptual definition or meaning, albeit, used

as a distinct phase of the investigation process (in several

research manuscripts from scientific repositories). The sci-

entific repositories considered in this study include IEEE

Xplore, Scopus, ACM, SpringerLink, and Elsevier. They

were selected based on the available institutional subscrip-

tion, and a general computer science scope. To provide a finer

clarity of each concept, a review protocol was developed.

However, this process follows an iterative approach, such that

a steady refining of the review protocol was carried until no

related literature was observed in the selected repository (a

process often referred to saturation of the search space). The

output of these processes is then fed into the next composite

process, Part B, as highlighted in Fig 1. This process lever-

ages the principle of semantic similarity among candidate

concepts. It involves the extraction of syntactic and semantic

characteristics from each concept (in each identified model)

and then, the elimination of redundancies among the models

to generate unique components that can be used to develop

an integrated model.

Supposed that the semantic composition of a syntactic

composition
(

Sy
)

of a concept (C) is further denoted by

the expression; Se = ∀Sy ∈ C, ∃ Sy ∈ Ci ∧ Cj ⇒∴

Se ∋ {Sy ∈ Ci} , Se ∋ {Sy ∈ Cj} where Ci and Cj
have been identified in existing studies as separate concepts.

A new syntactic component can then be defined based on

this semantic similarity/similarities. The eventual outcome of

such a series of syntactic composition derivation can then

be used to develop an integrated incident response model

for DBFI which is void of redundancy. Elaboration of these

processes is further provided in the subsequent subsections,

labeled as Phases 1, 2, and 3.

Phase 1: Identify and Select Domain Models

In this step, the database forensic investigation models

were identified and selected. Several models were discussed

and analyzed in the literature review. Model selection for

this study was based on coverage factors that were identi-

fied in previous research [11]. Wide coverage of database

forensic investigation processes that are broadly applicable

is required to fulfill the aim of categorizing the investigation

process. Using a coverage metric quickly indicates sourced

model applicability. The model is said to have a high cov-

erage value if the model has at least two investigation pro-

cesses. The model has a reduced amount of coverage value

if the model only describes one database forensic investi-

gation process. The output of this step is twenty-two (22)

common models for categorization purposes as shown in

Table 1.

Phase 2: Extract Relevant Processes

In this step investigation processes from the 22 models

were extracted based on criteria adapted from [45], [46]:

i. Titles, abstracts, related works, and conclusions were

excluded: the investigation process was either extracted

from the diagram or the main textual model.

ii. The investigation process must have a definition, activ-

ity, or task; to recognize the purpose and meaning of

the process.

iii. Irrelevant investigation processes not related to con-

ducting DBFI were excluded.
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TABLE 1. Identified and Selected Models.

iv. Include explicit and implicit investigation processes

from models. As shown in Table 2 it was discovered

there are twenty-one (21) processes from the 22 mod-

els. Most of these 21 processes are redundant and need

to bemerged and grouped into a specific categorization.

The next section discusses this merging process.

Phase 3: Combined Similar Processes

The first categorization examined investigation processes

from an incident response and preparation perspective. For

example, the Suspension of Database Operation process in

the model of [12] cuts off access to the database server for

users to enable the capture of database activities, while the

Verification and System Description processes in the model

of Fowler [13] verifies and checks database incidents, isolates

TABLE 2. Extracted Processes.
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TABLE 2. (Continued.) Extracted Processes.

the database server, confirms the incident, and documents

system information such as system name, serial number,

operating system, system function, and physical description.

Also, the Identification process in [14] model provides for

disconnecting the database server from the network to capture

volatile data. Similarly, the Investigation Preparation and

Incident Verification processes in [15] model are used to

identify and verify database incidents, begin a preliminary

investigation, prepare workstations and tools for incident

response, and disconnect the database server.

Furthermore, the Database Connection Environment pro-

cess in the model proposed by [16] prepares the investigation

environment and obtains the necessary permissions to be able

to access the database and execute the required commands.

Also, the purpose of the Table Relationship Search and Join

process is to extract table-spaces in the database, select the

target, select the tables which store investigation data, and

repeatedly check the other table field.

The Data Acquirement with Seizure and Search Warrant

process requires securing the incident scene and extract-

ing evidence that relates to a crime or an incident [17].

Another process is the Server Detection process used to

detect any server hosting a database system. This process

includes understanding the overall network inside a com-

pany; and acquiring the network’s topology to identify and

detect the victim database server [18]. The Setup Evidence

Collection Server process described in the [32] model is

used to prepare the environment to store recorded incidents,

while the Identification process described in [20] identifies

relevant database files (text files, log files, binary files) and

utilities. Similarly, [21] proposed an Incident Reporting and

Examination Preparation process, which is used to capture

database incidents through user reports, system audits, and/or

triggered events. Database incidents are then handled by

cutting off the network, configuring the investigation envi-

ronment, identifying violated policies, preparing the proper

tools, and informing the decision-maker. Also, [22] suggested

Determining Database Dimension and Acquisition Method

processes, which are used for identifying which dimension of

the database has been attacked or hacked. Once this has been

achieved, the proper acquisition methods for that dimension

are then identified. Also, the Choose Environment and Select

Implement Method process proposed by [23] is used to select

the forensic environment (clean or discovered environment)

and select a method that is used to transform the forensic

setting into the selected forensic environment. Also, the Pre-

liminary Analysis process is proposed by [41] that aimed to

create an architectural visualization of the database with all

the components and their location within the layered model

of the DBMS, identify files and folders in layers below the

storage engines’ layer, prepare and use forensic tools and pro-

cedures to create an initial image and then collect metadata

values of the identified target files, and record the metadata of

the target files. The Identification process is offered by [42]

that intended to prepare laws and regulations, investigation

techniques, investigation team, policies, database resources,

investigation environment, authorization, detection server,

interview, detection database incident, and incident report.

Also, the Identification process proposed by [43] is used to

prepare a clean database forensic investigation environment

and trusted forensic techniques, as well as allow the investi-

gation team to isolate the database server from the network to

prevent users from tampering with it and to capture volatile

and non-volatile data. Finally, [44] introduced a Database

Identification process useful for defining, identifying, prepar-

ing, detecting, and investigating database incidents. This is

the initial process of an investigation to find a problem in the

database. This can help to identify the investigation methods

to be used in this investigation process.

Thus, twenty-one (21) investigation processes have been

organized and merged in the first category based on their

similar activities or meaning as shown in Table 2.

A. PROPOSED COMMON PROCESSES

Implicitly, previous database incidents models have focused

on one stage of database incidents response to reveal database

incidents and that is the stage of incident response. How-

ever, the focus has not been on pre-incident response. There-

fore, the model that has been proposed in this paper con-

sists of three stages as follows: i) pre-incident response,

during-incident response, and iii) post-incident response.

Additionally, it is important to note that this proposed model

leverages knowledge from the activities and procedures from

existing literature into one common model termed as incident

response model (IIRM). Each stage of the IIRM has several

procedures and policies that react immediately and efficiently

to mitigate the urgent damage to the DB, eliminate any pos-

sible consequential losses, and prevent any possible future

repetition and a description of each follows.

High-Level Representation of Stages based on ISO/IEC

27043 concepts

Based on the aforementioned three stages(i) pre-incident

response, during-incident response, and iii) post-incident

response.), the authors of this paper have taken a high-level

approach of fitting this study into harmonized investigative

processes that give guidelines for representing high-level con-

cepts in investigative processes as per the case of the proposed
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FIGURE 2. High-level representation of IIRM based on ISO
27043 guidelines.

IIRM model. It is the author’s opinion that from these three

stages, this study addresses the challenges of before and after-

incident identification problem of the database forensic field.

Therefore, the three stages have been mapped with ISO/IEC

27043: 2015 guidelines to ascertain where each stage (pro-

cess) can fit or could be categorized. This is useful because it

helps to identify the disparities that may exist when exploring

investigation processes between the three different stages.

That notwithstanding, it is imperative to have redundant pro-

cesses during an investigation, and hence by categorizing the

stages, it becomes easy to explicitly identify these redun-

dancies based on the categorization. Fig 2. categorizes the

process (stages) based three aspects: Proactive (Pre-incident

response) Incident identification (During incident response)

and Reactive (Post-incident Response). An explanation of

how they fit into the ISO/IEC 27043 standard is given next.

Fig 2. shows how the IIRM translates and fits into the

ISO/IEC 27043 guidelines on incidents. For example, Pre-

incident response translates into planning and preparedness

(Readiness process) which is a proactive forensic approach,

while incident response translates to incident identification

approach. Lastly, post-incident response translates and fits

into the response process which is a reactive process. These

are generally the applicative approaches to the investigative

classes that allow preparing and responding during database

forensic investigations.

This is an abstract representation that is useful in giving a

generic view of the IIRM having in mind that the processes

that have been used while constructing IIRM follow scientific

digital forensic processes which later openly precludes repe-

tition and redundancies by allowing the IIRM to be decom-

posed into other relevant processes. Having looked into how

the IIRM fits into the standardized processes, an explanation

of the three stages is expounded next.

Stage I: Pre-Incident Response

This stage translates into a security policy that acts as a

readiness phase that prepares for potential database incidents.

Security policies can be applied to control the execution of

the requested actions on the database systems. The security

policy should not merely identify the valid user rights, but

also help in the discovery of the misuse of the rights and

adjust to identify circumstances that can lead to threats in

the system. Thus, a security policy is a specification of secu-

rity requirements, usually specified based on some security

model. Therefore, the security manager and DBA must pre-

pare a security policy to prevent and protect the database sys-

tems from any malicious activities. A security policy should

include the following:

a) User Identification and Authentication: Identified and

verified client identity method is utilized to decide who

wins admission to local properties. Logging of both

failed and successful attempts should also be enabled.

b) Enable Firewall: A firewall considered the first defense

line of security measures, which protects the network

and database systems from insider and outsider attacks.

The purpose of a firewall is to investigate each new

or out packet and determine whether to recognize or

reject it. This work is usually required by a series

of guidelines. the efficiency of the rules, in terms of

accuracy and reliability, should be logged. Therefore,

the efficiency of the firewall concerning false/true pos-

itive/negative should be documented in a log file.

c) Install Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems

(IDPSs): The organization must install high developed

IDPS that can be used to detect malicious activities.

IDS is one of the crucial methods to accomplish high

protection in computer networks and utilized to avoid

various incidents. IDPSs inherently induce curse-of-

dimensionality problems in a typical behavioral anal-

ysis challenge which manages to improve the time

difficulty and reduce source consumption. As a result,

feature optimization processes should be applied in

the development of an intrusion detection system to

reduce dimensionality. Similarly, logging of processes

and actions must be enabled in the IDPS which is

further fed into the audit engine.

d) Enable Auditing and Accountability: Auditing is the

process of examining and making a recording of con-

figured database activities, from all database users priv-

ilege notwithstanding. Accounting involves the act of

keeping an audit track for all user activities on a given

system. Both audit examinations and accountability

are essential to ensure the physical integrity of the

data source, and the logical integrity of the data. This

process is often handled through the auditing of the

system. It is also a requirement for keeping the records.

If a user has been successfully authenticated and such a

user attempts to gain access to a source, both effective

and failed attempts are examined by the system. Fur-

thermore, access tries, and the corresponding position

should seem in the examination trail files. Therefore,

it is essential to enable all audit logs to be able to

re-create an event and trace the entire activities of a

targeted user.

e) Identify Sensitive Information: Before the application

of any cryptographic mechanism on the sensitive infor-

mation, there will be a need to classify information
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based on the degree of sensitivity. To this end, a process

of identifying and classifying sensitive information

should be deployed by the organization.

f) Scheduling Full backup: A full backup is a copy at a

particular point in time of all the files to be backed up

from the primary storage device. Thus, scheduling full

backup of system configurations, and database systems

are important to save the continuity of the business in

case of failure happened. Therefore, the DBAmust take

at least one full-back once a week or a month. Then

enable incremental backup. An incremental backup is

a copy at a particular point in time of data files to be

backed up from the primary storage device and that was

changed or added to the primary storage device after a

previous backup. The incremental backup may be per-

formed relative to a full backup or another incremental

backup as is well understood by persons skilled in

the art. Moreover, the previous backup from which an

incremental backup is based need not be themost recent

backup. This is further explained in the subsequent

section.

g) Enable Archive LogMode: This is a significant feature,

where most DBA ignore it without or with intention.

It is used to protect database logfiles from overwritten,

as well as create archive log files based on the sequence

number. Then, when crashed, failure or attack hap-

pened, the DBA can restore and recover the database

system easily and safely.

h) Forensic Soundness Assurance: In compliance with the

ISO/IEC 27043 standardization on incident response

and investigation, a readiness approach is considered

reliable when the burden of proof of admissibility can

be substantiated. Several cryptographic mechanisms,

particularly hashing algorithms, can be applied to the

audit log to assure information integrity. By assuring

the forensic soundness of the audit log and other logs

within the readiness process, any potential evidence can

be used to substantiate investigative claims.

i) Prepare Recovery Plan and Alternative Workstation:A

company must have a robust recovery plan to recover

database operations in the event of a disaster or crash

happened. The absence of a recovery plan will cost

the company a lot of money. Thus, the company must

prepare alternative workstation to ensure the continuity

of business, even the disaster or crash happened.

The procedure presented in Fig 3. provides a guideline

for readiness, in anticipation of a potential incident, hence

referred to as the pre-incident response. However, when a

database incident has occurred, the next stage will be trig-

gered which is termed During-incident response.

Stage II: During-Incident Response

The during-incident response stage is used to respond

to the database incidents which have already taken place.

A set of actions must be followed by the incident responder,

to check and discover the database incidents:

FIGURE 3. Pre-Incident Response.

1) Isolate Database Server: A database server should

be disconnected from the users, while its entire pro-

cesses and operation are suspended during the incident

response phase. Database processes and operations are

required to be suspended to capture evidence of an

action that can be attributed to an intruder. This could

involve stopping new access, stopping any or all current

sessions as well as removing the database from exist-

ing usage (e.g., by disconnecting the database server

from any network and/or direct connections). After

isolating the database server and suspendingwhole user

activities, incident respondersmust seizewhole volatile

and non-volatile data. The next procedure concentrates

on live responses. The Isolating/disconnecting the sus-

pect database server does not mean a shutdown of

the database, however, isolating the users from the

database management system.

2) Perform Live Response: When a database is cleanly

shut down either by an attacker or an erroneous occur-

rence, the resultant effect, among other things, will
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erase the content of the audit trail which induces further

complexity to the investigation process. Particularly,

the job of the forensic examiner is made more difficult

by such an act or trigger. For reasons such as loss

of volatile information, among other reasons, some

organizations seek to prefer to perform an analysis

on the system whilst it is powered on and connected

to the network. This is typically referred to as Live

Response. Live Response (LR) involves the process of

recovering and safely storing volatile data for future

analysis. Furthermore, LR provides a platform for the

forensic examiner to acquire non-volatile evidence in

a ‘‘human-readable’’ format which is easier to peruse

than a stored binary equivalent–event logs for instance.

All output from the Live Response tools can be written

to a collection server across the network. Thus, the inci-

dent responder can follow these steps to achieve live

response:

a) Record the system time and date of the system.

b) Identify the list of users that are currently logged

on to the system: obtain a list of all users, gather-

ing details onwhen they last logged in, and groups

on the server and group membership.

c) Obtain a list of all running processes.

d) Obtain a list of the DLLs or shared objects that

are loaded by each process. Keep an eye out

for odd-looking names; on Windows lookout for

DLLs that are loaded via a UNC path across the

network.

e) Gather memory dumps of all running process

even in what appear to be ‘‘normal’’ looking pro-

cesses. The reason for this is to catch cloaking

attacks. An attacker may launch a benign process

like ‘‘notepad’’ and using CreateRemoteThread()

load code into its address space.

f) Perform Dump all system memory. This will

cover those bits of memory not dumped when

dumping each process.

g) Get file names and MACTimes: The incident

responder should perform a full recursive direc-

tory list of every disk and get file and directory

names as well as their creation, access, and mod-

ification times. They should also gather infor-

mation about each file’s owner and any special

attributes such as whether the read-only, system,

or hidden attributes are set.

h) Perform dump of all Windows registry informa-

tion.

i) Locate and take copies of log files and mes-

sage logs: All Server log files and event and

message logs should be copied to the collection

server for analysis. These logs will vary from the

system.

j) Acquire whole database files which are datafiles,

control files, log files, redo log files, text files,

binary files, archive files, and parameter files.

k) Acquire whole backup files which are logical

backup sets, and physical backup sets.

l) Conduct Interview: the interview is used to collect

data from the company staff members. Also, it is

very useful to verify the existence of a serverman-

aged by the company as well as grasp server loca-

tions and accounting information besides basic

information such as IP of the database server and

service port numbers. The gathered data includes

many data relating to database activity, physical

log files, and file database server. Furthermore,

these data include pieces of evidence of what the

intruder did and metadata regarding the intruder’s

activity.
1. Preserve Gathered Data: The preserve gathered data

is used to protect the integrity of data collected using

hashing and backup methods, and also to prevent any

modification of gathered data 15], [21]. Hashing is

used to ensure that the gathered data does not change

during forensic processes mainly through verification.

Also, it assures the reliability of transferred gathered

data between the source and the destination. Moreover,

the backup concept provides an exact copy of data

gathered that may use as a second copy when orig-

inal data has been altered. Therefore, a copy of the

hashed digest that is gathered data should be transferred

to the forensic investigation environment through a

secure channel to conduct reconstruction and analysis

activities.

2. Prepare Forensic Investigation Environment and per-

form an investigation task:The preserved data gathered

in Step 5, will be transferred to this station to perform

investigation and search for evidence. This procedure

includes two processes: prepare the forensic investiga-

tion environment & archive the investigation to search

for evidence. The forensic investigation environment

is a collection of the investigation team, processes,

activities, tools, and methods used during the investi-

gation task. Thus, this procedure includes these steps

as illustrated in Fig 4.

a) Organize a new machine: this includes a new

secure workstation, server, or lab to conduct a

final investigation.

b) Install a new version of DBMS: the new DBMS

must be similar to the destroyed database system

in terms of version, files, and applications.

c) Organize proper forensic methods/tools: the

trusted and clean forensic methods/tools should

be organized such as verification tools and meth-

ods, acquisition tools and methods, preservation

tools andmethods, reconstruction tools andmeth-

ods, analysis tools, and methods.

d) Import preserved gathered data: a copy of whole

preserved gathered volatile and nonvolatile data

must be imported to the new version of the

DBMS.
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FIGURE 4. During Incident Response Stage.

e) Examine gathered data: it is used to ensure that

data gathered is authentic and has not been tam-

pered with. Thus, the first mission of the investi-

gation team is to examine the authenticity of data

gathered using such forensic techniques. How-

ever, if the gathered data has been modified,

the investigation team must bring another clean

data gathered from the originally gathered data.

f) Reconstruction and analysis timeline events: The

reconstruct is used to rebuild timeline events from

gathered volatile and non-volatile data which

involves retracing past system, user database
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activity, past SQL execution history, stored pro-

cedures, and function execution. The investiga-

tion team performs a reconstruction process using

forensic techniques such as Log Miner, foren-

sic algorithms, or Dragon. Timeline events are

a collection of digital events that have been

recognized from the reconstruction process that

will be used during analysis. For an example of

digital events that have been recognized: failed

login events, successful login events, malicious

database events that can be recognized and added

to an examination timeline. Furthermore, creating

a timeline of events can assist an investigator to

gain insight into the events that occurred, and the

people involved. Finally, the investigation team

documents the whole reconstruction procedure in

several reports and should be submitted to the

company or the court. Whole procedures of the

pre-incident response and during should be eval-

uated and enhancement periodically, to improve

and develop the incident responding model.

g) Search for Evidence: The reconstructed timeline

events searches and filters using such forensic

tools/methods to offer the pieces of evidence.

Pieces of evidence are usually recognized in the

database files that are recorded on hard drives and

storage devices and media [26]. It is transmitted

in binary form that may be relied upon in court.

It consists of who, why, when, what, how, and

where themalicious transactionswere carried out.

h) Incident Report: After the investigation of

database incidents is finished, all the findings and

results have to be documented in a written report.

In such a report, the investigation processes have

to be documented, and all conclusions drawn

should be explained. Such a report should be

presented in a concise, and intelligible manner

which can be read by a non-technical user. Given

the results of the report might be used as evidence

during a lawsuit, the report should be able to hold

up against legal scrutiny.

i) Restore and Recover Database Operations:After

finishing the investigation and fix the problem,

the database system should be open for normal

operations. Thus, the clean backup which has

been taken in the pre-incident response should

restore and recover whole recent activities from

the clean incriminate archive log files.

j) Open Database Server: when database recovered

successfully, the database server should be open

for database users.

Stage III: Post-Incident Response

This stage is the final stage after an incident has

been checked and resolved, which illustrated in Fig 5.

Post-incident is primarily focused on gathering information

FIGURE 5. Post-Incident Response.

from the two previous stages (pre-incident response and

during-incident response) for learning and enhancing objec-

tive, and generally take the form of a report. It also includes

official reporting to top-management and advising enhance-

ments in incident managing from practical and administrative

views. The findings from the second stage will be contained

as one of the necessary reports in this stage. The content will

consist of the documentation gathered during the incident

stage, the analysis methods and tools, and other important

findings. The report can also be submitted to a court or for

additional legal procedures. Therefore, this stage has these

procedures:

a) Complete an incident report:Documenting the incident

will help to improve the incident response plan and

augment additional security measures to avoid such

security incidents in the future: how logging is done;

what is logged; what are the intrusion detection systems

(IDS); what are the forensic preparation, acquisition,

reconstruction and analyzing methods, tools;

b) Monitor Post-Incident: closely monitor for activities

post-incident since threat actors will re-appear again.

We recommend a security log hawk analyzing SIEM
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TABLE 3. Comparing of IIRM Stages.

data for any signs of indicators tripping that may have

been associated with the prior incident.

c) Identify preventative measures: Create new security

initiatives to prevent future incidents.

d) Train staff: The staff must be trained in incident aware-

ness so that all those involved understand their role in

the digital evidence process and the legal sensitivities

of evidence.

e) EvidenceDocumentation: Document an evidence-based

case by describing the incident and its impact. Ensure

legal review to facilitate action in response to the

incident.

f) Develop a post-incident response repository: A repos-

itory is used to store the entire knowledge of the

database incidents. The repository investigation team to

mix andmatch previous knowledge and use it in several

similar cases.

g) Assess security preventive procedures: Create new

security preventive procedures to prevent future inci-

dents.

A summary analysis of the respective stages of the incident

response process is further presented in Table 3. The compari-

son reflect the composition of each stage relative other stages.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparing to the existing database incident models, which

focused purely on technical investigation purposes such as

detection incident, collection data, preserving, reconstruc-

tion, analysis, and documentation, this study proposed a new

incident responsemodel which is further termed as IIRM. It is

a hybrid model that consists of four main goals: establish a

plan to avoid any database disaster, investigate and search for

potential evidence, recover database operations, and finally

sharing database disaster knowledge. These four stages are

further explained:

1. Establish a plan to avoid any database disaster: most

database incidents/disasters as revealed in existing lit-

erature show that a database system has no robust

incidents response strategies to avoid insider or out-

sider attacks. Breaches and attacks on database infras-

tructures have been reported in few organizations,

at different times. This has been partially attributed

to the misuse of existing database frameworks and

vulnerabilities such as SQL infusion blemishes and

unpatched databases. Whilst most attacks have been

attributed to outside hackers, other subtle and more

catastrophic attacks have been attributed to insiders and

the lack of appropriate standardization. Such include

data breaches, the lack of data regulations, bad account-

ing practices, fraud, and various corporate scandals and

crimes. However, these vulnerabilities and suscepti-

bilities can be mitigated through the enforcement of

standardized regulations and processes proposed in the

pre-incident response stage, as discussed in Section-III,

of this manuscript.

2. Investigate and search for evidence: the second goal

of the IIRM is to search for potential evidence that

can be used to uncover database incidents. This phase

represents the integration of various activities of the

incident-handling phases of most database investiga-

tion models. Thus, activities such as disconnecting

database servers, suspended database operations, gath-

ering, and preserving data, event reconstruction, data

analysis, as well as investigation documentation have

been combined in this stage.

3. Recovering database operations: The third goal of the

IIRM is to restore and recover database systems and

open it for normal operations. The equipment and evi-

dence collected are returned to their respective owners.

4. Sharing database disaster knowledge: The fourth goal

of the proposed IIRM is to share the database incident

information among domain practitioners. This phase of

knowledge dissemination and or acquisition is crucial

to the continuity and effectiveness of the investigation.

Here, feedback and appropriate action are communi-

cated to relevant authorities to foster collaboration,

clarification of ambiguities of the result, and documen-

tation. Furthermore, information from this phase can be

used to provide a reference for future incidents, coming

from the knowledge extracted from the current incident

and investigation process.

As highlighted in Section I of this manuscript, the funda-

mental questions on who should respond to an incident in

a database incident is an important aspect of the incident

response process. Answer to this question is articulated in

Stage I of the proposed IIRM. Furthermore, the sequence
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FIGURE 6. Integrated framework of the proposed IIRM.

of the processes to follow, particularly for first responders,

in a database related crime/incident is clearly defined in

Stage II of the proposed models. These phases of the model

can be extended to align with the digital forensic readi-

ness phase of the ISO/IEC 27043 standards [26]. Forensic

readiness as defined in existing literature could introduce a

standardized approach to potential evidence reliability and

extraction before incident occurrence (pre-mortem). There-

fore, the phases of the pre-incident response of the proposed

model can be further extended to accommodate organiza-

tion preparedness against database downtime whilst provid-

ing reliable content that could otherwise have been lost.

An example of this assertion is the collection of volatile

information and the running configuration of a database.

This assertion, therefore, answers the fourth question stated

in Section I of this manuscript. The answer posits that the

integration of a methodical approach towards potential evi-

dence identification, collection, and storage in a pre-incident

can be used to reliable address the problem of volatile evi-

dence preservation. Another core fundamental composition

of the proposed IIRM is the integration of forensic sound-

ness into database incident investigation. As highlighted

by studies in [7], [9], the forensic soundness assurance

can provide a reliable corroborative substance, beyond any

reasonable doubt, given that the chain-of-custody, and chain-

of-analysis can be proven at any requested time. Furthermore,

the integrity and reliability of any potential evidence are

ensured within the pre-incident and during incident response

processes. The integrated framework of the proposed IIRM is

further presented in Fig 6. The output from Stage I is primar-

ily defined as the input to Stage II where chain-of-custody and

chain-of-evidence are ensured respectively. The last Stage III

addresses management concerns, proactive measure develop-

ment, as well as post-incident planning processes. Often, the

post-incident process is relegated to an afterthought which,

potentially, leads a repeated database incident. Therefore, the

proposed model can be defined as a comprehensive model

that could be used to pre-empt, prepare for, and prevent a

database incident occurrence.

Without discounting the aforementioned capabilities of

IIRM, the authors of this paper takes a stept to explore the

advantages of IIRM that supersedes the existing models as

well as the limitations. It is important to beforehand note that,

the limitation that have been identified have carefully been

analysed and positioned to be relevant for inclusion as future

work.

The IIRM has been juxtaposed as a comprehensive

model-which hasmajor inclusion and integration of processes
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that have been suggested by existing database investigation

models. While it is important to acknowledge that these

models have offered very significant insights towards the

development of IIRM, we put across one core advantage that

IIRM holds. IIRM is able to cover pre-incident preparation

that has explicitly been presented at a readiness phase [3], this

phase not only is able to shorten the process of conducting

investigation in databases but also it saves time due to the

availability of forensic evidence when needed. As far as IIRM

is concerened this would be executed by implementing secu-

rity policies as was mentioned and highlighted previously

in Figure 3. Additionally, the scope of the major phases in

the proposed IIRM (Pre-incident Response, During Incident

Response and Post-incident Response) have been described

well based on their functionalities, where IIRM hold an

advantage of leveraging the prescribed guidelines for infor-

mation technologies, incident investigation techniques and

processes that explicitly are adapted verbatim from ISO7IEC

27043 [3]. Next, the IIRM has room for further integration,

which means it is easy to incorporate other suitable processes

because of how the different phases have been classified and

as a result the IIRM endeavors to accept other processes that

can be deemed as essential during integration.

At the time of writing this paper, there currently does not

exist, specific guidelines or standards that address incident

response categorically and as such, incident response can

only be encapsulated in ISO/IEC 27043 investigative process

classes from a generic perspective. This, is a current limita-

tion of this model, however, an inclusion or adoption of these

(standardised )guidelines will be inevitable.

VI. CONCLUSION

As part of an ongoing process, this study presented a core

component of the integrated database investigation model;

the incident response phase. The design science approach

was considered essentially appropriate to carry out this

study, and the resulting procedure, capable of establishing

an incident-response baseline for database forensics, has

been developed. The developed incident response model

comprised three interdependent phases which include the

pre-incident response, During-incident response, and post-

incident response phases respectively. The notion of evidence

reliability and forensic soundness was identified and ensured

for each phase. Consideration of the other components of the

integration database forensic model, as well as the interactiv-

ity among each component, will be further examined in future

studies. These will comprise the process of ascertaining and

maintaining evidence reliability across the broad phases of a

typical metamodel, and the management of database forensic

entities.
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